Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Cannington on Monday, 11 March 2019

WEATHER: Fine   TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.45pm
Stewards: Ms E Alessandriino, Mr C Kerr, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 4 HELLO ISSY (8/3)
Ineligible: Race 3 & 4 COMMANDER JACK (11/3)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 3 ROSEMARY MONELLI (11/3)
Retired: Race 5 SHINBONER MAGIC (11/3)
LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R23 - Race 2 FLYING GABBIE x 10 days (11.36am)
R24 - Race 11 OLDMATE ROSE x 28 days (5.20pm)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 2 JUST HER BEST, Race 3 SHESA DRATTA, Race 8 STICKY VICKI, Race 10 VINAKA FIJI,
Race 11 FANCY GUESS

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/275 - Maiden - 6:07 PM
(275M): ROMAN BLUE & SHOULDERS AHEAD began quickly. CROCODILE DIXIE began slowly. SHOULDERS AHEAD & JONSEY collided soon after the start. RIVERSIDE QUEEN checked off the heels of ROMAN BLUE soon after the start. CLIFTON FLYER, SHOULDERS AHEAD & JONSEY collided on the first turn, CLIFTON FLYER & SHOULDERS AHEAD lost ground. WORKED UP MOMENT & ROMAN BLUE collided on the first turn, WORKED UP MOMENT lost ground. CLIFTON FLYER checked off the heels of SHOULDERS AHEAD on the home turn. CROCODILE DIXIE tailed off in the home straight due to injury.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that CROCODILE DIXIE had truncal - sacroiliac injury/soreness and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 6:28 PM
(380M): MEARLE GUNDI began slowly. GO GETTEM MARLS & JUST HER BEST collided soon after the start. OAKS VALLEY & ROSIE CRISTALLE collided soon after the start. JUST HER BEST, OAKS VALLEY & FREDDY BE COOL collided on the first turn. JUST HER BEST & OAKS VALLEY collided on the first turn. GO GETTEM MARLS & OAKS VALLEY collided in the back straight. GO GETTEM MARLS & ROSIE CRISTALLE collided in the back straight. OAKS VALLEY & FREDDY BE COOL collided approaching the second turn. GO GETTEM MARLS galloped on the heels of OAKS VALLEY approaching the second turn. OAKS VALLEY & ROSIE CRISTALLE collided on the second turn. ROSIE CRISTALLE & FREDDY BE COOL collided on the second turn. OAKS VALLEY checked off the heels of ROSIE CRISTALLE on the second turn.

Race 3 - Grade 5/Country/275 - Grade 5 - 6:50 PM
(275M): CHASIN' DESTINY began quickly. MYSTERY GUESS began slowly. MYSTERY GUESS & JOE MAN collided soon after the start. TOO DARDY & DIAZ MONELLI collided soon after the start. DIAZ MONELLI & THERMISTOCLES collided on the first turn. CHASIN' DESTINY checked off the heels of SHESA DRATTA on the first turn. MYSTERY GUESS, EZY DOLLARS & DIAZ MONELLI collided on the first turn, DIAZ MONELLI lost ground. TOO DARDY checked off the heels of DIAZ MONELLI on the first turn. MYSTERY GUESS checked off the heels of TOO DARDY approaching the home turn. JOE MAN & CHASIN' DESTINY collided several times approaching the home turn. EZY DOLLARS checked off the heels of CHASIN' DESTINY, shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. TOO DARDY & CHASIN' DESTINY collided heavily on the home turn.

Race 4 - Mixed 4/5/Country/275 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:12 PM
(275M): ASA TORPEDO & QUARA'S BETH began quickly. EM'S LIL GEM began slowly. BUSHMAN'S DROVER & RICKSHAW MILLIE collided soon after the start. CANUTE'S LAW & ASA TORPEDO collided approaching the first turn. ASA TORPEDO & QUARA'S BETH collided approaching the first turn. HOLD IT TOGETHER & ROSEMARY MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. EM'S LIL GEM checked off the heels of ROSEMARY MONELLI, shifted out and collided with RICKSHAW MILLIE approaching the first turn. ASA TORPEDO & ROSEMARY MONELLI collided on the first turn. EM'S LIL GEM galloped on the heels of ROSEMARY MONELLI on the first turn, both lost ground. RICKSHAW MILLIE & ROSEMARY MONELLI collided on the first turn. EM'S LIL GEM & ROSEMARY MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. CANUTE'S LAW & HOLD IT TOGETHER collided on the home turn. BUSHMAN'S DROVER checked off the heels of CANUTE'S LAW on the home turn. BUSHMAN'S DROVER checked off the heels of HOLD IT TOGETHER in the home straight.

Race 5 - Grade 4/Country/380 - Grade 4 - 7:37 PM
(380M): SWEET CHARLEE began quickly. ADMIRAL NELSON began slowly. ADMIRAL NELSON & EXPLOSIVE SMITH collided soon after the start. EXPLOSIVE SMITH checked off the heels of IRONBARK LASS on the first turn. ADMIRAL NELSON checked off the heels of IRONBARK LASS on the first turn. HAMMY TIME & MULGA LASS collided on the first turn. COSMIC EVOLUTION, HAMMY TIME & MULGA LASS collided on the second turn. IRONBARK LASS checked off the heels of HAMMY TIME on the second turn. ADMIRAL NELSON checked off the heels of HAMMY TIME approaching the home turn. ADMIRAL NELSON & IRONBARK LASS collided on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 6 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:59 PM
(520M): SUNSET ECHO began quickly. MJOLNIRS MIGHT began slowly. BLACK GOSHAWK & HELLO I'M KEV collided soon after the start. SURF TORQUE, BLACK GOSHAWK & HELLO I'M KEV collided on the first turn, BLACK GOSHAWK lost ground. HELLO I'M KEV & MJOLNIRS MIGHT collided on the first turn. IT'S A DIAMOND checked off the heels of SHINBONER on the first and third turn.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/275 - Free For All (s) - 8:15 PM
(275M): BRUTAL LOMAR began quickly. BLACK MOSEL & JABBERIN' MELODY began slowly. TIGER KEEPING & RUBY'S CHAPTA collided soon after the start. JABBERIN' MELODY & LOOKOUT SNICKERS collided soon after the start. PEYTON PLACE, LOOKOUT SNICKERS & KAOS BE COOL collided on the first turn. TIGER KEEPING, RUBY'S CHAPTA & JABBERIN' MELODY collided on the first turn. KAOS BE COOL checked off the heels of PEYTON PLACE on the home turn. LOOKOUT SNICKERS checked off the heels of KAOS BE COOL on the home turn. TIGER KEEPING & LOOKOUT SNICKERS collided on the home turn.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Country/380 - Grade 5 - 8:37 PM
(380M): STICKY VICKI & NAK FACTOR began quickly. LIP SYNC began slowly. HELLO I'M STEWIE & EDGE CRUSHER collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M STEWIE & EVER THE SAME collided soon after the start. EVER THE SAME & STICKY VICKI collided soon after the start. STICKY VICKI & NAK FACTOR collided soon after the start. VIENNA CHARM, HELLO I'M STEWIE & EVER THE SAME collided on the first turn, HELLO I'M STEWIE lost ground and collided with EDGE CRUSHER. STICKY VICKI & NAK FACTOR collided on the first turn. VIENNA CHARM & HELLO I'M DOM collided on the first turn. VIENNA CHARM & EVER THE SAME collided on the first turn. VIENNA CHARM checked off the heels of EVER THE SAME, shifted out and collided with HELLO I'M STEWIE on the first turn. HELLO I'M DOM checked off the heels of EDGE CRUSHER approaching the second turn. EVER THE SAME checked off the heels of NAK FACTOR on the home turn. EDGE CRUSHER & EVER THE SAME collided approaching the finishing line. VIENNA CHARM & LIP SYNC collided approaching the finishing line.

Race 9 - Novice/Country/275 - Novice - 8:54 PM
(275M): SIMPLY SOPHIE & CHUCKY THE CHAMP began quickly. MARYVILLE & CRYMELON RIP began slowly. MARYVILLE & WINLOCK SAL collided soon after the start. CROCODILE FLASH & MARYVILLE collided soon after the start. WAYLON GUNDI & WINLOCK SAL collided approaching the first turn. CROCODILE FLASH checked off the heels of SOUTH ALABAMA on the first turn. SOUTH ALABAMA & WINLOCK SAL collided on the home turn. WINLOCK SAL & CRYMELON RIP collided in the home straight. SOUTH ALABAMA & CRYMELON RIP collided in the home straight.

Race 10 - Grade 6/Country/275 (1) - Grade 6 - 9:08 PM
(275M): KILLA DOLLARS & SLICK AZZ EL began quickly. CANYA FAB began very slowly. COMMANDER JAYJAY & SLICK AZZ EL collided soon after the start. KILLA DOLLARS & VINAKA FIJI collided approaching the first turn. VINAKA FIJI & COMMANDER JAYJAY collided approaching the first turn. SLICK AZZ EL & RUGGED JUSTICE collided approaching the first turn, RUGGED JUSTICE lost ground. CANYA FAB & RUGGED JUSTICE collided on the first turn. CANYA FAB checked off the heels of RUGGED JUSTICE approaching the home turn. SUNSET MOSCHINO shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. KILLA DOLLARS checked off the heels of SPANISH COIN in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/275 (2) - Grade 6 - 9:30 PM
(275M): FANCY GUESS began quickly. PEBBLES GUNDI began slowly. PEBBLES GUNDI, MONTOEY MISS & ROLLIE BEXON collided soon after the start. MONTOEY MISS checked off the heels of ROLLIE BEXON and collided with HOSIER LANE on the first turn, MONTOEY MISS stumbled and fell. ROLLIE BEXON & TEGAN ROSE collided on the home turn.

MONTOEY MISS was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/275 (3) - Grade 6 - 9:47 PM
(275M): MOLLY MONELLI began quickly. NOT WITHOUT GAS & COSTLY GIRL collided soon after the start. COSTLY GIRL & ESABA KIMBA collided soon after the start. ESABA KIMBA checked off the heels of NIGHT LIGHT soon after the start. CECIL BENZ & MOLLY MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. NOT WITHOUT GAS checked off the heels of MOLLY MONELLI on the first turn. NOT WITHOUT GAS & CECIL BENZ collided on the first turn. CECIL BENZ & ZARBO MONELLI collided on the first turn, ZARBO MONELLI lost ground. ESABA KIMBA checked off the heels of DYNA IGNIS on the home turn.

FINAL.